The concept that strict binary relation on free monoids is introduced, some characterizations for strict binary relations is given, the ordering properties of the set of all strict binary relations as well as some subsets of it are exhibited.
Introduction
This paper will introduce the concept of quasi-strict relations, some order relations and codes, and discuss the relationship between independent language of quasi-strict relations and code. At last prove a nonempty co-compatible quasi-strict relation independent sets are code.
I. Basic notions and notation
Let X be an alphabet and let * X be the free monoid generated by X . The set A is called a partially ordered set, poset for short, denoted by ( , )
We call ρ a quasi-strict binary relation on
a a ρ ∈ and (1, )
It is clear that ρ is reflexive.
We call ρ a strict binary relation on 
II. Some order relations and codes
We define now the following strict binary relations on respectively. Obviously, the strict binary x z y z ρ holds. This is a contradiction, since
Summary
Code is the most basic tool of information processing,coding theory is the core of formal linguistics, and is often regarded as a separate branch of theoretical computer science and combinatorial mathematics. Prefix code(especially Hoffman code and ASCII code) is the most widely used code.The judge and generation of code is the key problem of coding theory. Notice that some code (such as the prefix, suffix code, super code and infix code etc.)can be defined as a independent language of some relation on free monoids. Introduce a new question: what relation on free monoids that the independent language of it is a code? This paper discusses some properties of independent set and the code, and this problem is solved at last .
